The Revelation
Quiz Sheet

Chapter #12: “THE PURE WOMAN & THE DRAGON”
Name:
Date:
Carefully read each question
and then write the letter of the correct answer in the blank.
1.___

What wonder did John see in Heaven?
a. Four Great Beasts.
b. A Woman clothed with the sun.
c.

2.___

The 12 Apostles.

From the time of Eve, what did godly woman want?
a. They wanted to get married.
b. They wanted to have many servants.
c.

3.___

They wanted to be chosen to be the mother of the Messiah.

What did the dragon do with his tail?
a. He tried to knock down the women with it.
b. Drew a third part of the stars of heaven and cast them down.
c.

4.___

He cast the Moon down to earth.

Where did the woman flee to?
a. Into outer space.
b. Into the Temple.
c.

5.___

Into the Wilderness.

She was in hiding during:
a. The Flood.
b. The Dark Ages.
c.

In 1844.

6.___

Who fought with the Dragon?
a. The Woman.
b. Michael and His angels.
c.

7.___

John and the Apostles.

Who is the Dragon?
a. An extinct animal.
b. A Serpent and a Lion.
c.

8.___

A Serpent, the devil and Satan.

What happened to the Dragon?
a. He won the war.
b. He was cast out of Heaven.
c.

9.___

He was killed.

What else does the Dragon refer to?
a. Babylon.
b. Greece.
c.

Pagan Rome.

10.___ How do we overcome the Dragon (Satan)?
a. With missiles and rockets.
b. By the Blood of the Lamb.
c.

By being smarter that he is.

Read each question carefully, and then write T (true) or F (false) on the line
next to the question.
11.___ The woman had 12 stars in a crown on her head.
12.___ The Sun was under her feet.
13.___ The Dragon ate up her Baby Boy.
14.___ The Dragon had seven heads and ten horns.
15.___ The Woman was expecting a baby.
16.___ The Woman was clothed in darkness.
17.___ The Dragon wanted to welcome the Baby.
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